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1. The Question paper is divided into 3 sections.

2. SECTION A (Reading ): 20 marks, SECTION B (Writing & Grammar)  30 marks,

SECTION C (Literature) : 30 marks.

3. All Questions are compulsory

SECTION - A - READING

1. Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow.

The Indian Rhinoceros or the Great One-Horned Rhinoceros or the Asian One-horned

Rhinoceros (Rhinoceros unicornis) is a large mammal primarily found in north-eastern India,

Nepal and parts of Bhutan. It is confined to the tall grasslands and forests in the foothills of the

Himalayas.

The Indian Rhinoceros once ranged throughout the entire stretch of the Indo-Gangetic Plain

but excessive hunting reduced their natural habitat drastically.

Today, about 3000 Indian Rhinos live in the wild, 1800 of which are found in India's Assam

alone. In 2008, more than 400 Indian Rhinos were sighted in Nepal's Chitwan National Park.

In size it is equal to that of the White Rhino in Africa; together they are the largest of all rhino

species. The Great One-Horned Rhinoceros has a single horn; this is present in both males

and females, but not on new born young. In most adults, the horn reaches a length of about 25

centimetres, but has been recorded up to 57.2 centimetres in length. The nasal horn curves

backwards from the nose. The horn is naturally black.

This prehistoric-looking Rhinoceros has thick, silver-brown skin which becomes pinkish near

the large skin folds that cover its body. The male develops thick neck-folds. It has very little

body hair aside from eyelashes, ear-fringes and tail-brush.

These rhinos live in tall grasslands and riverine forests, but due to habitat loss they have been

forced into more cultivated land. They are mostly solitary creatures, with the exception of

mothers and calves and breeding pairs, although they sometimes congregate at bathing areas.

The Indian Rhinoceros makes a wide variety of vocalisations. At least ten distinct vocalisations

have been identified: snorting, honking, bleating, roaring, squeak-panting, moo-grunting,

shrieking, groaning, rumbling and humphing. In addition to noise, the rhino uses olfactory

communication.

In aggregations, Indian Rhinos are often friendly. They will often greet each other by waving or

bobbing their heads, mounting flanks, nuzzling noses, or licking. Rhinos will playfully spar, run

around and play with twigs in their mouth. Adult males are the primary instigators in flights.

Fights between dominant males are the most common cause of rhino mortality. Indian rhinos

have few natural enemies, except for tigers. Tigers sometimes kill unguarded calves, but

adult rhinos are less vulnerable due to their size. Humans are the only other animal threat,

hunting the rhinoceros primarily  for sport or for the use of its horn. Indian Rhinos have been

somewhat tamed and trained in circuses, but they remain dangerous and unpredictable animals.
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In the nineteenth and early twentieth century, the Indian Rhinoceros was hunted relentlessly.

Reports from the middle of the nineteenth century claim that some military officers in Assam

individually shot more than 200 rhinos. In the early 1900s, officials became concerned at the

rhinos plummeting numbers. By 1908 in Kaziranga, one of the rhino's main ranges, the

population had fallen to around 12 individuals. In 1910, all rhino hunting in India became

prohibited.

The rhino is a major success of conservation. Only 100 remained in the early 1900s; a century

later, their population has increased to about 2500 again, but even so the species is still

endangered. The Indian rhino is illegally poached for its horn. Some cultures in East Asia

believe that the hair has healing and potency powers and therefore is used for traditional

Chinese medicine and other Oriental medicines.

1. 1. Answer the following questions briefly 4 × 2 = 8

a) Write some physical features of  the Rhinoceros.

b) How does the Rhinoceros communicate?

c) How do  Rhinos behave in aggregations?

d) Why do people kill Rhinos?

1.2 Choose the correct answer 4 x 1 = 4

e) Which of the following information about Rhinos is true?

i) They are  mostly solitary creatures.

ii) They communicate through noises only

iii) They have no natural enemies

iv) They are dangerous and predictable animals

f) Which of the following is not a habitat of Rhinos?

i) Riverine forests ii) Grassland

iii) Cultivated land iv) Coastal plains

g) Which of the following place has maximum Rhino population?

i) Assam ii) Bhutan

iii)  Nepal iv) Himalayas

h) Which of the following is not a threat to Rhinos?

i) Humans ii) Tiger

iii) Habitat loss iv) Climate change

2. Read the given passage carefully and answer the following questions.

1. His day begins when most other people’s ends. Thirteen-year old Shravan Kumar works in a

tea shop on Delhi’s Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg, where several newspaper offices are situated.

His work begins around seven in the evening when he does the dishes, and goes around

collecting his money, well into the night. Around six in the morning, when all the newspapers

are despatched for distribution and the press employees return home, he prepares his food,

has a bath and goes to bed.
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2.Shravan is an orphan who come to Delhi from his village in Bihar in search of work. His father

kept a shop, but was tricked out of it by a deceitful uncle. Despair drove him to alcohol and

gambling, and he died of a stroke soon after. Shravan worked in a tea shop in his village for a

while. “When I first began washing other people’s cups and glasses”, he recalls, “I used to

feel very bad, I would cry.

3.Shravan moved to the more lucrative environs of Delhi, where his elder brother Shatrughan

had preceded him. A job in a shop selling ice was his first taste of big “That was two or three

years ago. I don’t remember exactly when, “the little boy says. Soon, Shravan lost his first job.

His employer still owes him Rs 500.

4.Following a brief spell of unemployment and a short spell as an assistant at a car park, he

joined the tea shop where he is presently employed. The ruthlessness and loneliness of the

world has left him shattered. “I think I am all alone in this world,” he says despondently.

5.Of the Rs 300 that he earns every month, he deposits Rs 200 in the bank. His bank balance

stands at Rs 2000, he says proudly. Survival is his immediate aim but there is a larger objective

towards which Shravan is working. He intends to retrieve the land that was mortgaged by his

father. Already Shravan and Shatrughan have paid back the loan of Rs 8000 – only the interest

remains to be paid.

6.Shravan was a dedicated lottery buyer at one time; until he realised that it was adding nothing

to his income. The cinema remains a favourite form of entertainment  - he even wakes up

wearily to see the noon show.

7.“I have two friends here. Who keeps awake late at night and sleeps during the day? I miss my

village. There I used to play gully danda and marbles and I had a lot of friends. When I went to

the village last year. I met them. They are still studying and playing games. I want to join them,

but it is a question of survival for me.”

8.Shravan’s mother wanted him to own a big shop – “like the one his father owned:, he says

wistfully. He dreams of fulfilling her wish. He dreams of getting back their mortgaged land, and

returning to the village for good, “I like being in my village. I like the film and the glitter of Delhi,

but prefer the greenery, the trees, and the fields of my village. “May be the grit and intelligence

he has shown, alone and friendless, in facing a hostile world, will also win for him his heart’s

desire.

2.1. Answer any four of the following . 4 × 1 = 4

a) ‘His day begins when most other people ends’. What information about Shrvan Kumar

do you get from this sentence?

b) What was Shravan first job in the city?

d) What is the dream of Shravan Kumar?

e) What will help Shravan to win his heart’s desire?

f) What made Shravan feel shattered?
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2.2. Choose the correct answer from the following 4 x 1 = 4

i) Which of the following word in para 5 has the meaning ‘unhappy’?

i) shattered ii) despondently

iii) ruthlessness iv) loneliness

j) Which of the following word  is the antonym of the word “dedicated” in para 7?

i) loyal ii) inconsistent

iii) faithful iv) devoted

k) Which of the following is the meaning of word “glitter” in para 9 ?

i) glamour ii) flash

iii) bright iv) blink

l) Which of the following do Sravan prefer more ?

i) Glitter of Delhi ii) Filims

iii) Playing with friends iv) Greenery of village

SECTION - B - WRITING & GRAMMAR

3. Recent studies have found that majority of farmers  are not getting a fair price for their crops.

Write an article on the topic  ‘Agricultural Problems faced by farmers of India’. 8

OR

You have placed order for some books to Cambridge publishers. But some of the books you

received are found to be damaged. Write a letter of complaint to the Manager, Cambridge

Publishers, Delhi.

4. Write a short story based on the following outline in about  100-150 words. 10

Rohit attends coaching class- appears for the entrance exam..-find it difficult to pay fees-.....

OR

It was very cold last night .I was preparing for my internal exam. .........

5. Complete the following passage choosing the correct word. Answer any four.  4×1=4

Forests act ...(a)... a home for millions of animals including different types ...(b)... snakes,

lizards, wild animals, insects and birds. Some animals live on the top of trees and others

...(c)... aquatic animals. Forest provide us wood ...(d)... is used for making furniture, homes,

various decorative items and ...(e)... to different parts of the world.

a) i) as ii) while iii) and iv) but

b) i) for ii) of iii) with iv) on

c) i) were ii) is iii) are iv) have

d) i) such ii) when iii) so iv) which

e) i) is exported ii) are exported iii) was exported iv) has exported
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6. Read the following passage. There is a correction in each line. Write the incorrect

word and correct word in the blanks. 4 × 1 = 4

Incorrect word Correct

Our daily activity involve movement Eg. activity activities

of goods and people from one place to other a) .......... ...........

In primitive society, people walked or b) .......... ...........

carried there own goods while some c) .......... ...........

used animals to pull carts what carried d) .......... ...........

gods and people. Pathways and roads e) .......... ...........

are built to facilitate movement of

people from one place to another.

7. Rearrange the following words to make meaningful sentences. Any four.      4 × 1 = 4

a) is / life / water / requirement / of / an / essential

b) bathing / need / cooking / for / we / purposes / etc / like / different / water / drinking

c) inside / for the / as  a / acts / life /   transportation / occurring / medium of / water / process

/ the body

d) across / acts / means / for / movement / the / as a / water / for /  seas / fast

e) home / water / that / animals / different / fish / crabs / include / is / etc / prawns / to

SECTION - C - LITERATURE & LONG READING TEXT

8. Read  the extract and  answer the questions that follow. 4 × 1 = 4

A. That was twenty four hours ago. Since then nobody had come near him. The day,

before all day long, he had watched his parents flying about with his brothers and

sister, perfecting them in the art of flight teaching them how to skim the waves and

how to drive for fish. He had in fact, seen his older brother catch his first herring and

deavour it, standing on a rock, while his parents circled around raising a proud cackle.

And all the morning the whole family had walked about on the big plateau midway

down the opposite cliff taunting him with his  cowardice.

i. The first lesson the seagull’s parents taught them was

a) to catch the fish b) to see the sea water

c) to understand the surroundings d) to skim the waves

ii. What the seagull’s parents showed their pride at his elder brother was

a) at his flying b) at his taking to the sea

c) at his  catching his first herring and swallowing it

d) at his flying over the hill

iii. The whole family taunted the seagull at his

a) cowardice of not flying b) stupidity

c) hesitation d) fear
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iv. The word ‘devour’ means

a) eat b) eat with out chewing

c) eat fast d) swallow

OR

B. “They do not sweat and whine about their condition

They donot lie awake in the dark and weep for the sins.

They donot make me sick discussing their duty to God’.”

i) What do the animals not do for their sins?

a)  weep b) lie awake

c) both a and b d) sick

ii) What does the pronoun ‘ they’ stand for?

a) men b) animals

c) birds d) god

iii) Who weep for their sins?

a) animals b) birds

c) human being d) none of these

iv)  Find out the rhyming words from the above lines.

9. Answer any five of the following questions in about 30-40 words. 5 × 2 = 10

a) How did Mr. Keesing react after reading Anne Frank’s arguments in ‘A Chatter box’?

b) How does Amanda describe her life as an orphan?

c) What happened when the dust of snow fell on the poet?

d) What do the people say about the ending of the world? What is the poet’s stand?

e) Do you think the silly behaviour of rich woman can cause harm to others? Give reasons.

f) How does the Bengal Tiger look? What is so distinct about him?

g) Why did Fowler want to meet Ausable? Why was he disappointed?

10. Answer any one of the following questions in about 100 - 150 words. 8

a) “If your faith is deep and innocent your prayers will be fulfilled”. How far was this saying

was made true in Lencho’s life?

b) ‘Black Aeroplane’ describes a mystery relating to ghosts and their existence. Should we

believe in or not is a big question? But what is revealed in this chapter leaves no point of

doubt that ghosts exist. Write your reactions

11. Answer any one of the  following questions in about 100-150 words. 8

a) What was the explanation given to doctor by the mistress of Tricki for his obesity and

laziness? What did she tell him about his daily exercise?

b) Horace Danby was a successful thief. What went wrong when he robbed Shotover Grange

and was arrested?
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